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From the Editor’s shed

For Conifers, Shrubs, Ornamental Trees

SWANN’S
NURSERY
Open 7 days a week

Suppliers of high quality
‘Sovereign’ turf
Landscaping, Fencing
and Forestry
New Ruddy Duck Café
Open 10am-3.30pm
every day
Nursery on A1152, Eyke Road
Bromeswell, Nr Woodbridge
WOODBRIDGE 01394 460 127
Fax 01394 461 542

Coffee Shop
and
Ceramic
Painting

Painting for all ages
DROP IN FOR COFFEE
YOU DON’T NEED TO PAINT TO VISIT US
A great place for rest and relaxation, meeting
or making friends, coffee mornings or
small craft groups.
Drop in whilst walking or cycling.
4 Rendlesham Mews, Rendlesham,
Woodbridge IP12 2SZ
Tel: 01394 460 948
Email: jarsofclay@btconnect.com
www.jarsofclay-ceramicscafe.co.uk
JarsOfClayCeramicsCafe
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AIRFIELD STUDIO
Rendlesham mews
Rendlesham
01394 460 41

PICTURE FRAMING
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
PORTRAITS
PASSPORT PHOTOS
DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHIC
SERVICES
CINE TO DVD TRANSFER
VINYL SIGNS & GRAPHICS
BANNERS
WWW.AIRFIELDSTUDIO.CO.UK

Hello
everyone, and
welcome to the
Winter
2015/2016 issue
of Inside Eyke.
It strikes me
looking at the mix of articles in this
issue what a range of activities,
concerns and interests are current
in Eyke at any particular moment
(and of course, there are many more that
people don’t tell us about!).
It is this busy, locally-engaged but far from
insular attitude of mind that gives the village
– in my humble opinion – its peculiarly
friendly and inclusive feel. This must be part
of what the economists mean when they talk
about ‘social capital’ – well-established
networks of mutual help and support, wellsupported institutions (the pub, the church,
the school, the shop) and above all, people’s
willingness to get involved and do things,
within the village and beyond. Eyke certainly
has plenty of social capital.
Thus we have, among other delights, a
report from the quilting and handicrafts fair
held in the village hall, which was quite an
eye-opener to the previously uninitiated
(your editor included); some notes from the
Rev’d Janice Leaver about her visit to the
migrant camp at Calais; a helpful and
informative letter from Rowland Robbins of
Low Road; a note from Canda Atkinson about
the mysterious and handsome ‘William’;
photos of the ever-popular Christmas Tree
Festival (won by the schoolchildren); loads of
photos of Isabelle Abu-Hejleh’s recent
canine extravaganza, especially for Eyke’s
legions of dog-lovers; an account by Jenny
Groom of her charity walk along the Peddars
Way; a Parish Council report from Jackie
Pooley... it’s quite a mix!

I hope there’ll
be something
to interest
everybody, but
if nothing
takes your
fancy, why not
write
something
for us
yourself?
We’re always delighted to receive articles,
photos, ideas for things we might cover in the
future and any bits and bobs of news that
you think could be of interest to your fellow
villagers.
Meanwhile, best wishes to all for a
wonderful 2016. Thanks for your support of
Inside Eyke over the last year, and for all the
suggestions and constructive criticism – we
really appreciate and value it. See you again
in the Spring! i Tim
Volunteers and contributions to
Tim Marr 3 Ufford Road, Eyke
t.marr123@gmail.com

Next edition April
Final date for submissions
15 March 2016
Design Aardvark Multimedia
www.virtualaardvark.com
Printing Gipping Press
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Save time and money
on your heating oil
Community Action Suffolk (CAS) can save
domestic households an average yearly
saving of £74 on heating oil, and higher
volume users such as community groups
and rural businesses, an average yearly
saving of £181.
The heating oil is purchased in bulk twice a

month (once in December) and deliveries are
planned to provide an environmental
benefit, with one tanker making a single trip
to several customers in a village on the same
day. Individual orders can also be made if a
bulk deadline is missed. The scheme
provides a hassle free process and
membership is open to all, starting at just
£20 per year with the option to place orders
online, by email, by post or by phone. Visit
www.communitybuying.org.uk or call 01473
345400 for details.

BIN DAYS OVER THE HOLIDAY PERIOD
Tuesday 21 December (1 day early)
Grey Bins
Wednesday 30 December (no
change) Blue and Brown Bins
If know anyone who has recently moved into
the village, please do let them know of the
changes if you get the chance

William needs a home Canda Atkinson
Or maybe he already has one. This male cat who I named
William arrived at my stable yard in Ufford Road, Eyke
about a year or so ago and joined a little female cat I have
had for about seven years.
He is a big, handsome boy with quite a bit of white on
him. Having decided to dismantle my yard now that my
horses have moved I had him neutered (courtesy of the
Cats’ Protection League) and tried to move him to a
home in Tunstall. However, I just could not catch him to
move him.
If you are feeding him – or housing him – please could
you let me know so that I can stop feeding him! Or if
you see him around and would like to give him a home he would love that. He is a gentle boy
who loves strokes and company and would make somebody a faithful and loving pet.
He is also a champion ratter. Contact candaatkinson@gmail.com
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EYKE PARISH COUNCIL
It's good to have the Parish Council up to
strength with a full complement of seven
councillors, who at their November meeting
discussed issues ranging from the strategy
for the development of the whole Suffolk
Coastal area over the next decade and
beyond, to the problem of high cat mortality
in Melton, via matters of particular interest
to the residents of Eyke.
Plans for the playground are forging ahead,
with funding in excess of £17,000 already
secured. Cllr Ron Cushing, and Mrs Judy
Clements have been at the forefront, with
Judy filling in endless forms to secure money
from various sources, and Ron getting down
to the nuts and bolts of gathering
quotations. It is hoped to make a start in
February next year. Two of our councillors,
Isabelle Abu-Hejleh and Jan Stangoe have
themselves raised funds: £610 through
'Strictly Come Barking' a hugely successful
dog show run by Isabelle, and £149 by Jan,
through a garage sale, and the sale of knitted
Christmas decorations.
Judy is also our village Tree Warden, and
has been looking after the copse planted on
the rec. Although quite a few trees have died,
which was to be expected, Judy is pleased
with the 50% survival rate, and has planted
two sycamores She hopes to plant several
more old varieties of trees – including apple,
pear, hazelnut and walnut - through the
'Scattered Orchard' Scheme, supported by
Suffolk Coasts and Heaths.
The plan for the Parish Council to take over
responsibility for the village hall is moving
slowly. Ownership of the land on which it
stands has to be established, so the next step
is to fill in a form obtained from the Land

Registry, provide a map of the site, and for
£4.00 Land Registry will try to find an answer.
The Parish Council is still waiting for a start
date for the final element of the traffic
calming to be completed, with the
installation of the gates at the Woodbridge
end of the village. There was a great deal of
frustration at the meeting that something
which was part of the original scheme many
months ago now seems subject to further
assessment and quotation.
Suffolk Constabulary is working towards
saving costs, and using scarce resources as
efficiently as possible. The SNT office is now
in Theatre Street, Woodbridge, and is shared
with the Fire Service, and it seems that
parishes can no longer expect to see their
PCSO or police officer at their meetings,
unless to address a specific problem or
emergency. Their new systems will not allow
them to provide crime types, rates and
statistics for individual parishes as in the
past, but when the Constabulary's new
website goes live in 2016 reports will be
accessible there. As a result of boundary
changes, we now have a new PCSO, Marie
Smith, responsible for Eyke.
At every parish council meeting there is an
adjournment for a parish forum, which is a
chance for villagers at the meeting to raise
an issue they wish to be discussed. At the
recent meeting, a problem with a pavement
made too narrow by overgrown grass to
negotiate safely with a pushchair or
wheelchair was raised, and hopefully this
will be dealt with in a few days.
The next meeting will be on Monday,
January 11th at 7pm in the village hall, and
everyone is welcome. i Jackie Pooley, Clerk

Go to www.facebook.com/eykesuffolk for updates, events news and more
images from this edition
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Quilt & Craft Show, October

Strictly Come
Barking 2015
By Isabelle Abu-Hejleh

T

he Local Quilt and Craft Show was
held in Eyke village hall on Saturday
17th and Sunday 18th October. The
exhibition was organised by Annie Watling
and Liz Morrison in aid of the Eyke and
Rendlesham churches, and was a great
success.
Word had been spread around locally and
in the surrounding areas for exhibitors and
there was a tremendous response. There
were about 41 quilts on show plus numerous
other crafts, including a flower arrangement,
counted cross-stitch pictures, a knitted
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dress, cushions and wood turnings.
There was also a huge response from Eyke
villagers in supplying a fantastic range cakes
and buns. These were very much appreciated
by all those who attended the exhibition.
The ‘guess the date of the Singer sewing
machine’ competition was won by Vera
Winskill, who correctly guessed 1918.
In all, £550 was raised for badly-needed
funds for the churches. Very many thanks to
all who helped to make this event such a
success. i
Iain Morrison

To raise funds for a new play area on the Rec,
Eyke PC came up with the idea of a Dog Show
and Cream Teas to be held at Eyke House.
Sunday 13th September dawned and the
weather seemed OK. By 2 pm we were all set.
Flags flying, consolation prizes and rosettes
at the ready, the judges, (Canda and Stewart),
the commentator and other helpers at their
posts. Ron, Judy and Bobby had the cream
whipped and the tea urn steaming.Then the
heavens opened and it poured with rain for
the entire afternoon! However, in spite of
this and thanks to the enthusiasm of dog
owners and tea partakers and terrific British
spirit, “Strictly come Barking” was a howling
success!
The Dog classes included: Catch the
Sausage won by Buddy Davis, Best Young
Handler, won by Callum with Daisy the
Basset and Waggiest Tail, won by Lucky
Convery. We were very lucky to have the
added attraction of K9 Dog Agility Team who

arrived full of good cheer to entertain us free
of charge. Resplendent in a jester’s hat, the
commentator’s wit kept sodden competitors
and spectators amused. The teas went down
especially well due to the terrible weather.
Including a donation, we made £610
towards the playground equipment. One
competitor said, “Brilliant fun. Even
torrential rain didn’t spoil a fantastic
alternative dog show. Can’t wait for the next
one!” Grateful thanks to all helpers involved
with advertising, signs (Nick) , tents, teas,
music and acoustics, judging, shifting tables
and chairs, parking and crucial admin on the
day. Thankyou to Eyke School for lending
equipment and a big thankyou to Erik
Punaks the commentator.
Who knows? Maybe there will be another
“Strictly come Barking” next year. Hopefully
it won’t be raining (cats) and dogs! i

SEE ALL THE PICTURES AT
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/EYKESUFFOLK
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A nice little stroll through Norfolk
I

t all started when my old schoolfriend
said: “Next year is a special year for us
and I think we need a challenge”. Margie
and I met when we were five and began
school together.
Her suggestion was to walk The Peddars
Way from Thetford to Hunstanton, a
distance of 46 miles. She is a seasoned
walker and has done several of the main
walks. I am an enthusiastic walker but do
not cover the same distances – normally!
I gaily said I thought that sounded fun and
we booked provisional dates for June of this
year. I bought a new rucksack, not having the
faintest idea of how I would pack for five
nights and carry it on my back (just ask
Chris, my husband, to verify what difficulty I
normally have to pack a moderate suitcase!).
As the New Year dawned we realised we
would have to book our B & Bs as there are so
few along that stretch and those would
determine our daily trek. That done, I tried to
get into training with longish walks.
Day One, June 8th dawned and we were
10

packed and ready. Chris drove us to
Knettishall Heath, by Thetford Forest, and we
were ready for the off. Although my
rucksack had felt incredibly heavy at 6 kg, it
was actually comfortable once hoisted onto
my back.
The first part of the walk was really
picturesque with wild foxgloves, deer and
even a couple of curlews in a field. We took it
fairly easily and after about 19 km reached
our first B & B at Thompson. This was a
wonderful old farmhouse and the owner had
a freshly baked cake waiting for us and we
sat in the sun and relaxed.
On Day Two we covered about 21 km and
stayed in Swaffham. The highlight of the day
came as we ate our sandwich in a quiet lane
and had a private flypast of old display
planes apparently assembling for the
Trooping of the Colour the next Saturday.
For Day Three we had treated our feet to a
couple of blister plasters! We had realised by
now that the couple of miles off the track
which we sometimes had to cover to reach

our B & B could be the proverbial straw that
broke the camel’s back...
Anyway, another lovely day and we trekked
to Castle Acre for lunch. This is a pretty
village with a castle and huge priory ruins.
By the time we reached Great Massingham
we were running late and, of course, the
phones didn’t work and we couldn’t warn
our B & B.
But we made it there by 7 pm having
covered 26.53 km, or 38,000 steps! Our feet
were very sore by now!
Day Four was uneventful – lovely and
sunny again and 15 km of beautiful
countryside. We stayed the night in
Sedgeford.
On Day Five we decided that, as our feet
were so sore, we would be foolish to continue
and we had already covered considerably
more than the expected 50 miles. Our B & B
owner ran us to the main road to catch the
Coasthopper Bus to Hunstanton. Our first
stop was for me to buy some sandals as I
could not go on in shoes! We walked along

the front to where the sign is for the
continuation of the Peddars Way/Norfolk
Coast Path. We then sat in the sun and had a
glass of congratulatory wine – saying “not too
bad for two 70 year-olds!” As the first rain of
the week began to fall we got fish and chips.
It was indeed a challenge and an
adventure. We had a lot of laughs along the
way, despite the discomfort. We were so
lucky with the weather and realised how
much beautiful, unspoiled countryside we
still have. We saw amazingly few people
along the whole way.
To make this challenge even more
worthwhile, I raised £450 for Cancer
Research from family and friends in memory
of a dear friend who died in February.
Will we complete the walk along the
Norfolk Coast Path? Well, Margie is gung-ho
and wanting to fix a date! We probably will,
but I think the Coasthopper Bus might be
included in the planning stage a bit more!
Firstly, I have to buy new walking boots.
Watch this space. i Jenny Groom
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I am Rowland Robbins
To many people in the village I am a familiar
figure walking along our quiet lanes. I have
lived down in Millend for my whole life.
I am 22 years old and I love music, books
and food and going on lots of long walks. My
mood is generally happy and full of fun – yet I
can become upset if I don’t understand
what’s happening.
I have severe learning disabilities and
Autism.
Most people have heard of autism these
days, but when I was little, it was regarded as
a very rare condition. For me, my autism
means I do not speak. Social interaction "civilised" social behaviour - is difficult if not
impossible for me to learn. It takes ages for
my brain to process anything unpredictable
– such as other people’s behaviour.

I have loads and loads of energy, and I need
to have someone with me 24 hours a day. In
fact I almost never alone, even at home.
I live in a sensory world... This means that I
love to smell and touch things and that I am
very sensitive to noise (especially speech)
and also to light and vision.
Sometimes I behave in ways that people
might misinterpret ... Like touching cars as I
walk past, or brushing objects or dogs with
my foot instead of my hand. I am almost
never aggressive (unless I am very upset).
So please smile with me and the abundant
joy I find in living.
I can use an iPad to ask for certain things
such as things I like to have for lunch, or go to
the shop - which of course is always Eyke
Stores! i
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Help older people
in Suffolk stay
warm and healthy
this winter
Unbelievable as it may sound, 450
vulnerable people in Suffolk die in the winter
months from causes directly attributable to
the cold and poor living conditions. The vast
majority of individuals affected are over 65
years old.
In fact, this is just the tip of the iceberg –
almost 30,000 households in Suffolk
currently live in fuel poverty. Many will
suffer in silence during the coldest months,
hidden from view, withdrawn from their
community and surrounds.
Now in its 5th year and spearheaded by the
Suffolk Community Foundation and in
partnership with Age UK Suffolk and the
East Anglian Daily Times, the Surviving
Winter campaign rallies around these
vulnerable older individuals offering them
respite from the anxiety of managing fuel
costs and the opportunity to stay warm and
healthy during the winter. Incredibly and
with thanks to the generosity of Suffolk
pensioners, over £85,000 was raised in the
winter of 2014-2015, helping over 300
vulnerable older households in the county.
Suffolk Community Foundation is now
asking you to pledge your Winter Fuel
Payment to help those desperately in need of
extra support during the winter.
The money raised by the Surviving Winter
campaign will be used in two ways:
• Support payments to those who need
additional financial help to heat their homes
properly, eat appropriately, stay active and
keep in touch with their family and
community. The payments will be
distributed in partnership with Age UK
Suffolk.

• Grants to local charities and groups with
a track record of looking after older,
vulnerable people and ensuring their
continued support throughout the winter
months.
This truly is an extraordinarily worthwhile
campaign, so please, if you don’t need it,
please donate it.
To donate online visit
www.justgiving.com/suffolksurvivingwinter
To donate by card please call us on 01473
602602.
Please send cheques, made payable to
Suffolk Community Foundation and send
to Surviving Winter Appeal, Suffolk
Community Foundation, The Old Barns,
Peninsula Business Centre, Wherstead,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP9 2BB
To claim please contact Age UK Suffolk on
01473 359911. i
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One day in
Calais
On Wednesday 7th October the Rev Janice Leaver and
other church people spent the day visiting the migrant
camp in Calais. These are some extracts from her notes

need a lot of oil on the chain! Your legs make
the bike go fast, not oil!”
At the entrance to the ‘Jungle’ camp proper,
a wide path up and over sand dunes, are
planted four letters in the sand. I was looking
towards the right hand side where there
were placards against racism and poverty,
and there were the large 3D letters M and E. ME? - I didn’t get it until I noticed two more
letters on the left hand side of the path: H
and O. “ H – O – M – E ”.
We saw one of the three schools where
classes for literacy and English are held by

Maria
Creasey

Mobile
hairdresser
Have your hair done
in the comfort of
your home

First went to Le Vestiaire (‘the cloakroom’), a
disused church in Rue de Croy, Calais. The
whole church was a distribution centre.
Modern concrete building, with gaps in the
paintwork where statues used to be. Boxes
piled high. Looked more chaotic than it was.
Sorted into areas for towels and toiletries,
shirts, t-shirts, trousers, coats etc. Shoes
separate. Shoe sizing outlines on the table.
On distribution days the flow of people is
continual from about 10am until 5pm.
Distribution is every other Saturday and
some Wednesdays. Shoes on Mondays. They
found it took too long to do shoes at the same
time, by the time people tried them on. Most
of the refugees only have the shoes they are
wearing, but they wear out in the muddy
conditions of the camp.
People have sent the most unsuitable items
of clothing for the camp: dress suits, high
heeled shoes, even wedding dresses. We gave
Sr. Véronique €250 towards refugee relief
from the funds we had been given before the
trip.
Bicycle repair workshop every Mon and
Thurs afternoon at the Secours Catholique
centre. The sign outside advises “You do not
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Tel 01394 380 541

volunteer teachers. A class of maybe twenty
young black men and a white teacher. We
didn’t take photos of the people, as the
refugees are very wary of having their
chances of asylum compromised. They
might also get fed up of well-meaning people
like us coming to look and then going away
again.
The feeling of being voyeuristic was
uncomfortable. These are human beings
living in very harsh circumstances, not an
exhibition. All the more important to ensure
that this news gets out, that we don’t just go
and look, but go back and tell what we have
seen and learned.
There are signs around of a healthy sense of
humour. Tents with paintings depicting their
home countries. Slogans against racism and
poverty. At every turn we were greeted with
smiles and handshakes. i

Call 0778 344 2902

Stephen Burton

pro-Clean-serviCes

for a friendly, reliable service
with competitive low prices
Burton.87@hotmail.Com, ipswiCh
www.pro-Clean-serviCes.Com

Free quotations available
windows, fasCias and Barge Board
Cleaning, gutter Clearing, solar
panel Cleaning, Carpet Cleaning

Ceramic •
Slate • Terracotta •
Marble •
Lottery, phone top-ups, newspaper
Mosaic
Specialist
deliveries
to surrounding
areas, fresh
milk and bakehouse bread every day

Locally
sourced
ham, cheese,
bacon
Visit
your
Local
Specialist

and a freezer stocked with Lowestoft
fish, fresh fruit and vegetables daily

Smithfield, Melton,

Why not pop in? You’ll be surprised
Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 1NH
how much you can save!

Tel: Woodbridge
01394 382 067
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Christmas Tree Festival 2015
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Go to www.facebook.com/eykesuffolk for more pictures, courtesy of Stephen Nicholls

